LOWER MAINLAND EUCHRE CLUB

😊 HOUSE RULES 😊

1. THE DECLARER MUST HAVE A NATURAL TRUMP IN HAND TO MAKE TRUMP. 😊 THE LEFT BOWER IS NOT A NATURAL TRUMP 😊

2. NO ACE, NO FACE, NO TRUMP RULE APPLIES. 😊 THE DEAL THEN MOVES TO THE LEFT 😊

3. THE CARDS MUST BE DEALT. 😊 ONE AT A TIME DEALING CLOCK WISE 😊

4. TO SELECT THE FIRST DEALER, DEAL OUT ONE CARD FACE TO EACH PLAYER IN TURN AND THE FIRST “JACK” WILL DECIDE THE DEALER.

5. DECLARING TRUMP. 😊 IF ALL FOUR PLAYERS PASS, THE DEAL THEN MOVES TO THE PLAYER ON THE LEFT TO DEAL 😊

6. A PLAYER WITH 😊 A WHITE SCORE SHEET MUST PLAY WITH A PLAYER WITH A COLOURED SCORE SHEET 😊

7. THE “WINNERS” WILL MOVE AFTER EACH GAME. 😊 THE PLAYER WITH THE “WHITE” SCORE SHEET WILL MOVE UP (1, 2, 3 Etc.), THE PLAYER WITH THE COLOURED SCORE SHEET WILL MOVE DOWN (4, 3, 2. Etc.)

😊 HESTATION 😊

IF THE DEALERS PARTNER HESITATES WITHOUT ORDERING UP THE TURN-UP CARD TO MAKE TRUMP AND GOING ALONE THE OPPOSING TEAM CAN REQUEST A RE-DEAL.

😊 GOOD LUCK 😊

REMEMBER GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP